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*******~*************************************~********"****ft**************** 
* ' * *:: 1 * 
* * : Since June 15, 1970 the University Computer Center has been under : 
: new managereent. Richard P. Halverson, Associate P?ofessor of Electrical : 
:Engineering is new the Acting Director. Stephen J. Kahne, Associate tt 
: Professor of Electrical Enginee:::..~ing and Di~ector of the Hybrid Computer : 
~ Labor~tory is the Acting Associate Di~e~tor" : 

* * * * ******~'**************************~***************************************** 

FROM ·-.LAUDERDALE 

The facilities in the large user's room at Lauderdale are being 
upgraded to improve working conditions for those programmers working on 
site.' The consult&nt is on duty Honday - Friday from 9:30 ·· 12:30 
and 1:30 - 4:30. The Input area he.s been moved near the output bins 
for ~he user's convenience, and -:J.ddi tional shelves, tables and 2 new 
keypunches ¥Till be added in the nea.:c future o 

6600 'sYSTEM NOTE 

On two days, Wednesday~ September 23rd and Thursday, September 24th, 
ECS will not be available. IJoTroal use will continue after the 24th. 



A REPORT 

On the accuracy and timing of the standard single precision 
FORTRAN elementary functions for the four FORTRAN compilers 
available on the University Computer Center's CDC 6600. 

To have an understanding of the accuracy available on the CDC 6600 
it is useful to know that the relative error between an exact 48 bit 
single precision function answer and the double precision function answer 
for the same single precision argument will have a maximum relative 
error of approximately 1.5E-15 (i.e. a half bit error). The integer 
difference between the exact 48 bit answer and the 48 bit answer given 
by an approximation*3E-15 plus the 1.5E-15 half bit error gives the 
approximate maximum relative error. Thus functions with 7.5E-15 and 
10.5E-15 as maximum relative errors will both have their last 2 bits in 
error but in one case the integer difference is 2 and in the other it is 3. 
Good routines for the computer should have at most an integer difference 
of 2 or 3 (7.5E-15 or 10.5E-15 maximum relative error on 6600) while 
excellent routines will have an integer difference of 1 (4.5E-15 maximum 
relative error on 6600). Perfect routines would have no difference but 
are usually not economical in machine time and/or in practical application. 

The timing given for a routine (say SIN(Z)) is calculated as 
the time to set up argument transmission, do the return jump to the 
routine, and execute the code. 

Arguments for an elementary FORTRAN routine can be checked for 
infinite, indefinite, and bad operands with TRACE backs provided for 
illegal arguments. Note that this checking was thought to take quite a 
bit of the total time for the FORTRAN functions and thus the FORTRAN 
Extended compiler has two modes FTN(T) and FTN, and only by using the 
T option are the arguments checked for legality. Since I believe in 
checking and desired to show that the checking did not cost execution 
time and Professor Krzysztof Frankowski had some different theories on 
mathematical approximations for the CDC 6600, ~ve have lvorked the last 
tlJO months on some neu functions. A new SQRT has been in use since that 
time and SIN, COS, ALOG, ATAN, and EXP lvill be placed on the system 
shortly. Since RUN, FUN and Ml~F are the major FORTRAN compilers on the 
system, these functions were written with the RUN,FUN calling sequence. 
They will be called the MNF routines and will replace the RUN,FUN 
routines. The following table shows the maximum and average relative 
errors and timing in microseconds for the basic FORTRAN routines. The 
arguments are given by initial value (step value) final value. 

1. A. Liddiard 
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Argument Checked for Infinite and Indefinite Operands No Argument 
Checking 

FRO:H(BY)TO 
I 

RUN-FUN FTN(T) MNF FTN 

ACCURACY TIMING ACCURACY TIMING ACCURACY TIMING ACCURACY 
FUNC-

TION ARGUMENT MAX ERR AVE ERR MAX ERR AVE ERR MAX ERR AVE ERR MAX ERR AVE ERR 

SIN .0000078(.0000078).78 34.9E-15 10.5E-15 25.6 34.9E-15 10.5E-15 33.7 6.9E-15 2.0E-15 21.9 34.9E-15 10.5E-15 

cos .0000078(.0000078).78 7.4E-15 3.4E-15 26.3 7.4E-15 3.4E-15 32.7 7.6E-15 1.6E-15 21.0 7.4E-15 3.4E-15 

SIN -6.2(.000124)6.2 36.7E-15 7.2E-15 29.5 36.3E-15 7.2E-15 37.0 9.7E-15 1. 9E-1 5 20.8I36.3E-15 7.2E-15 

cos -6.2(.000124)6.2 36.6E-15 7.9E-15 29.1 37.0E-15 7.9E-15 36.31 9.8E-15 2.3E-15 22.li37.0E-15 7.9E-15 

ATAN -20.(.0002)20. I S.lE-15 1. 7E-15 33.41 7.7E-15 1. 7E-15 38.71 8.0E-15 1.9..:;-15 21. 6 I 7. 7E-15 1. 7E-15 

ALOG 2.005(.005)1002. 4.9E-15 1.4E-15 32.9 4.9E-15 1.4E-15 37.2 (7. 5E-15 1.9E-15 20.2l*4.9E-15 1. 4E-15 

SQRT .005(.005)1000. 3.5E-15 1.4E-15 22.2 3.5E-15 1.4E-15 22.2 3.5E-15 1.4E-15 15.31 3.5E-15 1.4E-15 

EXP -675.(.00708)740.31 4.5E-15 1.6E-15 30.5 I16.4E-15 4.4E-15 25.9 I 7.1E-15 2.2E-15 18.6I16.4E-15 4.4E-15 

*Current information; expect lower MAX and AVE ERRS when finished. 

MAX ERR means Maximum Relative Error 

AVE ERR means Average Relative Error 

TIMING is~in microseconds 

TIMING 

25.4 

25.3 

28.2 

27.9 

30.3 

28.4 

15.0 

17.4 


